
Kindergarten
Reading Comprehension

SPRING



Please visit our site for worksheets and charts https://whatistheurl.com/

In spring, you might see bunnies and chicks. Bunnies 

are cute and furry, and they hop around in the 

grass. Chicks are fluffy and yellow, and they like to 

eat bugs. You might even see bunnies and chicks 

together!

Name : ________________

1. What animals might you see in spring?
a) Penguins and polar bears
b) Bunnies and chicks
c) Lions and tigers

2. What do bunnies look like?
a) They are scaly
b) They are cute and furry
c) They have horns

3. What do chicks like to eat?
a) Ice cream
b) Bugs
c) Pizza
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Spring is a special time of the year when flowers 

start to bloom. They grow in many different colors 

and shapes. You might see flowers like tulips, 

daffodils, and daisies. Some flowers even smell really 

nice!

Name : ________________

1.  What happens to the flowers in spring?

a) They disappear

b) They start to bloom

c) They turn brown

2.  What are some flowers you might see in spring?

a) Pumpkins and corn     b) Tulips and daffodils

c) Apples and oranges

3.  What do some flowers smell like?

a) Nothing     b) Like stinky socks     c) Really nice
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In spring, the weather starts to get warmer, and 

the birds start to come back. They fly from far 

away to build their nests and have babies. You might 

see them chirping and singing in the trees and flying 

around the sky.

Name : ________________

1.  What happens to the weather in spring?

a) It gets colder     b) It starts to get warmer

c) It stays the same

2.  Why do the birds come back in spring?

a) To go on vacation     b) To build their nests and have babies

c) To hibernate

3.  What do the birds do in the trees?

a) They play games     b) They chirp and sing

c) They hide
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Spring is a special time of the year when the 

weather starts to get warmer. Flowers start to 

bloom and grow in all different colors. The trees 

grow new leaves, and the birds start to come back 

from their long vacation.

Name : ________________

1.  What happens to the weather in spring?

a) It gets colder     b) It starts to get warmer

c) It stays the same

2.  What starts to bloom in spring?

a) Pumpkins     b) Flowers     c) Snowflakes

3.  What do the birds do in spring?

a) They stay on vacation     b) They fly south for the winter     

c) They start to come back
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